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We present the methodology for and detail the implementation of the Dark Energy Survey (DES)
3x2pt DES Year 1 (Y1) analysis, which combines configuration-space two-point statistics from three
different cosmological probes: cosmic shear, galaxy–galaxy lensing, and galaxy clustering, using data
from the first year of DES observations. We have developed two independent modeling pipelines
and describe the code validation process. We derive expressions for analytical real-space multi-probe
covariances, and describe their validation with numerical simulations. We stress-test the inference
pipelines in simulated likelihood analyses that vary 6–7 cosmology parameters plus 20 nuisance
parameters and precisely resemble the analysis to be presented in the DES 3x2pt analysis paper,
using a variety of simulated input data vectors with varying assumptions.
We find that any disagreement between pipelines leads to changes in assigned likelihood ∆χ2 ≤
0.045 with respect to the statistical error of the DES Y1 data vector. We also find that angular
binning and survey mask do not impact our analytic covariance at a significant level. We determine
lower bounds on scales used for analysis of galaxy clustering (8 Mpc h−1) and galaxy–galaxy lensing
(12 Mpc h−1) such that the impact of modeling uncertainties in the non-linear regime is well below
statistical errors, and show that our analysis choices are robust against a variety of systematics.
These tests demonstrate that we have a robust analysis pipeline that yields unbiased cosmological
parameter inferences for the flagship 3x2pt DES Y1 analysis. We emphasize that the level of
independent code development and subsequent code comparison as demonstrated in this paper is
necessary to produce credible constraints from increasingly complex multi-probe analyses of current
data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ongoing photometric surveys, such as Kilo-Degree Sur-
vey (KiDS[1]), Hyper Suprime Cam (HSC[2]), and the
Dark Energy Survey (DES[3]) enable detailed measure-
ments of the late-time Universe and powerful tests of
the nature of cosmic acceleration and General Relativity.
Even more powerful measurements will be made in the
early 2020s by even larger experiments, e.g., the Large
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Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST[4]), Euclid[5] and the
Wide-Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST[6]).
The complete DES will map ∼ 5000 deg2 [7] and con-
strain cosmology with multiple probes, including cosmic
shear, galaxy–galaxy lensing, galaxy clustering, Baryon
Acoustic Oscillations (BAO), galaxy cluster number
counts, and Type Ia supernovae (SNIa). Such a multi-
probe approach is the most promising route to uncovering
and characterizing any new cosmological physics. Ten-
sion between the individual probes can lead to insight
into new physical concepts or hint at neglected system-
atic effects. If the individual probes are consistent with
each other, their joint analysis will lead to a substan-
tial gain in information in the joint parameter space of
3cosmology and systematic effects.
A number of studies have combined individual large-
scale structure probes with SNIa or Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB) measurements [e.g., 8–11]. In both
of these cases, the information from the two sets of probes
is largely uncorrelated. However, the other major cos-
mological probes from large galaxy surveys are highly
correlated with each other in that they are tracers of
the same underlying density field, and in that they share
common systematic effects. Consequently, a multi-probe
analysis based on correlated photometric probes can no
longer simply combine the optimal versions of individual
analyses. Instead, to take full advantage of the power of
combining probes of large-scale structure, one must build
a tailored analysis pipeline that can model cosmological
observables and their correlated systematics consistently.
In addition to this modeling framework, multi-probe
analyses require the ability to compute joint covariance
matrices that properly account for the cross-correlation
of various observables. In this work, we present the de-
velopment and validation of this framework and these
covariances for the combined probes analysis of DES Y1
data.
To date, these complications have prohibited or at least
severely limited multi-probe analyses that combine differ-
ent tracers of the Universe’s large-scale structure (LSS)
from photometric data sets. The potential gain in con-
straining power from successfully implementing a pho-
tometric multi-probe analysis has however been forecast
with different levels of complexity. For example, Bern-
stein [12] gave a detailed description of a Fisher matrix
analysis of galaxy clustering, cosmic shear, and galaxy–
galaxy lensing. Similar analyses were presented in [13]
and [14], where the latter considered number counts of
galaxy clusters instead of cosmic shear. All three analyses
used Gaussian covariances, where Gaussian means that
connected higher-order moments of the density field are
not included in the covariance computation. However,
covariance terms that arise from these higher-order mo-
ments can significantly impact error bars [15–17]; these
terms were included in the analyses of [18–21] all of which
vary in terms of the probes considered.
Krause and Eifler [22] simulated joint analyses of cos-
mic shear, galaxy–galaxy lensing, galaxy clustering, pho-
tometric BAO, galaxy cluster number counts, and galaxy
cluster weak lensing. This analysis included all cross-
correlations among probes, derived an analytical expres-
sion for non-Gaussian covariances, and simultaneously
modeled uncertainties from photo-z and galaxy shape
measurements, galaxy bias models, cluster-mass observ-
able relation, and galaxy intrinsic alignments. While the
aforementioned forecasts demonstrate the potential of a
multi-probe analysis with photometric data, few such
analyses have been performed [see e.g., 23–28]. Man-
delbaum et al. [25] constrain cosmological parameters
from large-scale galaxy–galaxy lensing and galaxy clus-
tering in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. The analyses
[26, 27] use galaxy–galaxy lensing and galaxy clustering
from DES Science Verification data and account for cross-
correlations through Fourier-space Gaussian or Jackknife
covariances. van Uitert et al. [28] present a joint analysis
of cosmic shear, galaxy–galaxy lensing and galaxy clus-
tering using power spectrum measurements, combining
weak lensing from ∼450 deg2 of KiDS [29] with a spec-
troscopic galaxy sample from the Galaxies And Mass As-
sembly (GAMA) survey in ∼180 deg2 of KiDS–GAMA
overlap area.
The DES-Year1 3x2pt key project [30, Y1KP here-
after] takes photometric multi-probe analyses to the next
level: In this paper we demonstrate the ability of DES to
conduct a joint cosmic shear, galaxy–galaxy lensing, and
galaxy clustering analysis. We verify that the precision
of our inference pipelines is sufficient for the statistical
constraining power of the 1321 deg2 Y1 area footprint.
Furthermore, we determine scale cuts to ensure that the
impact of modeling uncertainties in the non-linear regime
is well below statistical errors of the analysis. Through-
out this paper, we focus on constraints on the matter
density parameter Ωm, the parameter S8 = σ8
√
Ωm/0.3
which measures the amplitude of structure growth, and
the dark energy equation of state parameter w (assumed
constant in time), as these are the main results of the
Y1KP analysis. Interesting constraints on the time evo-
lution of the dark energy equation of state wa will be the
goal of future analyses that use the full DES survey area.
The gain in information when combining the three two-
point functions is illustrated in Fig. 1, which compares
the 3x2pt analysis with a cosmic shear only and a galaxy–
galaxy lensing plus galaxy clustering analysis using the
same data. These simulated results correspond to the
baseline Y1KP likelihood analysis including all system-
atics and scale cuts; the only difference is that the data
vector is not computed from the measurements in the
DES catalogs but is generated from our modeling frame-
works using a fiducial set of parameters (see Table I).
These priors on observational systematic effects reflect
the current state of the Y1KP analyses. The final cos-
mology analysis may use slightly different priors, which
will not alter the conclusions of this paper.
It is the main goal of the present work to motivate and
validate the likelihood analysis details of the Y1KP mea-
surement [30]. We describe the methodology, including
details of the cosmological modeling, covariance deriva-
tion, and systematics mitigation through scale-cuts and
marginalization. We have developed two independent im-
plementations for the cosmological likelihoods, building
on the CosmoSIS [31] and the CosmoLike [22] mod-
eling frameworks. We conduct a detailed code compar-
ison between these two independent cosmological likeli-
hood implementations and demonstrate that they agree
extremely well. This comparison was a long-term, core
project of the present work and the importance of such
a parallel code implementation and subsequent compar-
ison to ensure the accuracy of our analysis is hard to
overstate.
The connection of this paper to the Y1KP data pa-
4FIG. 1. Left : 1σ and 2σ contours show the forecast marginalized constraints on the matter density Ωm and amplitude
parameter S8 = σ8
√
Ωm/0.3 from simulated analyses of the DES-Y1 cosmic shear (green, dotted), galaxy clustering + galaxy–
galaxy lensing (blue, dashed), and 3x2pt data vectors assuming the baseline analysis choices developed in this paper for flat
ΛCDM cosmology. The black dashed lines indicate the fiducial cosmology. Right : Contours are as in the left panel, here
showing Ωm vs. the dark energy equation of state parameter w, assuming a flat wCDM cosmology.
pers can be illustrated by Eq. (1), which is at the core of
the Y1KP parameter inference, i.e. computing the like-
lihood of the data D given a point in cosmological and










The data vector D is delivered to the Y1KP through
multiple essential DES papers [32–40], which detail the
value-added galaxy catalog, redshift distributions, survey
mask, systematics priors, galaxy number densities for the
lens and source samples, and measurements of the two-
point correlation functions. Based on this information
it is the task of this paper to implement the modeling
framework that will allow the Y1KP to obtain the model
vector M, and to provide the capability to robustly com-
pute a covariance matrix C. The tests of the modeling
and inference accuracy presented in this paper through-
out are based on simulated analyses of synthetic data
vectors, for which the input cosmology and systematic
contaminations are known exactly. MacCrann et al. [41]
validate this modeling and inference framework on mock
catalogs generated to mimic many aspects of the Y1 data
sets [42].
This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II
we describe the equations implemented in our analy-
sis pipelines, and the code comparison. Section III de-
tails the covariance modeling and validation effort. Sec-
tion IV stress-tests our pipelines through a variety of sim-
ulated analyses, which determines our analysis choices
and demonstrates robustness against systematic effects.
In Sec. V we describe optimal settings for our likelihood
samplers. In Sec. VI we test an extension of our analysis
frameworks, namely the inclusion of massive neutrinos.
We conclude in Sect. VII. Further details of the code
comparison are given in Appendix A.
II. MODELS FOR MULTI-PROBE SUMMARY
STATISTICS
The DES 3x2pt data vector consists of angular galaxy
clustering, galaxy–galaxy lensing, and cosmic shear two-
point function measurements. This section describes the
theoretical baseline model for the data vector, and the
validation of our numerical implementation.
A. Angular two-point functions
The DES-Y1 3x2pt correlation functions are measured
as the auto- and cross-correlations of two galaxy catalogs:
The first catalog contains the positions of “lens” galaxies
selected using the redMaGiC algorithm [43], which are
used for clustering measurements and as lens galaxies
for galaxy–galaxy lensing. The second catalog contains
the positions and shape estimates from the weak lensing
“source” galaxy sample, which are used for cosmic shear
measurements and as source galaxies for galaxy–galaxy
lensing. The redMaGiC sample selection and redshift
calibration are described in Cawthon et al. [35], Elvin-
Poole et al. [37]; the selection of the weak lensing source
5FIG. 2. Estimated redshift distributions of the redMaGiC
lens galaxy sample (dashed lines) and the metacal source
galaxy sample (solid lines) for the Y1KP analysis. The lens
and source galaxies are split into five and four tomography
bins respectively. See [33–36] for details.
sample from the DES-Y1 gold catalog [32] and the shear
catalog are described in Zuntz et al. [40], and the source
redshift estimates are described Hoyle et al. [36], respec-
tively. We summarize here the specifications of the Y1KP
data, which we use as input for the simulated likelihood
analyses presented in this paper.
Source galaxies We use the redshift distribution of
the metacal [see 44, 45, for details of the algorithm]
shear catalog described in [40]. This includes 5.2
galaxies/arcmin2, split into 4 tomography bins. These
are shown as solid lines in Fig. 2, with effective number
densities of 1.5, 1.5, 1.6, 0.8 galaxies/arcmin2, for the 4
bins respectively.
Lens galaxies The redMaGiC lens galaxy sample is
described in [37] and split into 5 tomographic bins, which
are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 2, with number densities
of 0.013, 0.03, 0.05, 0.03, 0.009 galaxies/arcmin2, for the
5 bins respectively.
Galaxy–galaxy lensing We consider all combinations
of lens and source bins for the galaxy–galaxy lensing
correlation functions. While galaxy–galaxy lensing re-
quires the source galaxies to be located at higher redshift
than the lens galaxies, the signals from all tomography
bin combinations contribute to the self-calibration of
photometric redshifts, intrinsic alignments, and other
systematic effects.
We denote the projected (angular) density contrast of
redMaGiC galaxies in redshift bin i by δig, the conver-
gence field of source tomography bin j as κj , the redshift
distribution of the redMaGiC/source galaxy sample in
tomography bin i as nig/κ(z), and the angular number
densities of galaxies in this redshift bin as
n¯ig/κ =
∫
dz nig/κ(z) . (2)
The radial weight function for clustering in terms of the
comoving radial distance χ is







with bi(k, z(χ)) the galaxy bias of the redMaGiC galaxies
















with H0 the Hubble constant, c the speed of light, and
a the scale factor. Under the Limber approximation, the
angular power spectra for cosmic shear, galaxy-galaxy



















































with PNL(k, z) the non-linear matter power spectrum at
wave vector k and redshift z.
The angular two-point clustering correlation function









with Pl(x) the Legendre polynomial of order l. We re-
stricted w to auto-correlations within each tomography
bin, as the cross-correlations are used in the redshift vali-
dation of the redMaGiC sample [35] and are not included
in the data vector for the cosmology analysis.
We compute the galaxy–galaxy lensing two-point func-

















with Jn(x) the n-th order Bessel function of the first
kind. We verified that differences between the flat-sky
approximation and full-sky calculation for γt and ξ± [46]
are negligible compared to the DES-Y1 statistical uncer-
tainties, in agreement with [47].
6All correlation functions are measured in 20 logarith-
mically spaced angular bins over the range 2.′5 < θ <
250′. We evaluate correlation functions in angular bin















which is computationally faster than averaging the pre-
dicted correlation function over each bin. We verified
that this approximation is sufficiently accurate given the
DES-Y1 statistical uncertainties.
B. Systematics
We parameterize uncertainties arising from systemat-
ics through nuisance parameters, which are summarized
with their fiducial values and priors in Table I. Our base-
line likelihood analyses includes the systematics models
described below, and we test whether these parameter-
izations are sufficiently flexible for the DES-Y1 analysis
in Sect. IV B.
Photometric redshift uncertainties As described in
Hoyle et al. [36] and Cawthon et al. [35] the uncertainty








, x ∈ {g, κ} , (10)
where nˆ denotes the estimated redshift distribution.
Troxel et al. [39] and Y1KP test that this parameteri-
zation is sufficient for DES-Y1 cosmology analyses. We
marginalize over one parameter for each source and lens
redshift bin (nine parameters in total), using the the pri-
ors derived in Cawthon et al. [35], Hoyle et al. [36].
Galaxy bias The baseline model assumes an effec-
tive linear galaxy bias (b1) using one parameter per lens
galaxy redshift bin
bi(k, z) = bi1 , (11)
i.e. five parameters, which are marginalized over conser-
vative flat priors.
Multiplicative shear calibration is modeled using one
parameter mi per redshift bin, which affects cosmic shear
and galaxy–galaxy lensing correlation functions via
ξij± (θ) −→ (1 +mi) (1 +mj) ξij± (θ),
γijt (θ) −→ (1 +mj) γijt (θ), (12)
We marginalize over all four mi independently with
Gaussian priors.
Intrinsic galaxy alignments (IA) are modeled using a
power spectrum shape and amplitude A(z). The baseline
model assumes the non-linear linear alignment (NLA)
model [48, 49] for the IA power spectrum. The impact of
this specific IA power spectrum model can be written as






We model the IA amplitude assuming a power-law scaling








with pivot redshift z0 = 0.62, C1ρcrit = 0.0134 a normal-
ization derived from SuperCOSMOS observations [49],
and the linear growth factor D(z), and marginalize over
the normalization AIA,0 and power law slope αIA.
C. Implementation
The baseline model for this paper assumes flat ΛCDM
or wCDM cosmologies with the sum of neutrino masses
fixed at the minimum mass consistent with bounds from
oscillation measurements (see Table I). Neutrino mass is
implemented as one massive neutrino species, with the
number of ultra-relativistic species fixed to get the stan-
dard model Neff = 3.046 at neutrino decoupling.
Among the ΛCDM/wCDM cosmology parameters, the
DES Y1KP best constrains Ωm, S8 = σ8
√
Ωm/0.3, and
w. Hence we present the primary validation of the mod-
eling pipeline and modeling parameterizations in terms
of these parameters.
The correlation function model described in
Sects. II A-II B is implemented in two independent
pipelines, the CosmoSIS framework and CosmoLike.
CosmoSIS obtains matter power spectra through
calls to the Boltzmann code CAMB [50, 51], while
CosmoLike calls the CLASS code [52]. Both CAMB
and CLASS use the Takahashi et al. [53] calibration of
the halofit fitting function for the non-linear matter
power spectrum [54], and the Bird et al. [55] extension
to include the effect of massive neutrinos on the non-
linear matter power spectrum. CosmoSIS also calls
the nicaea code [56] to compute Eqs. (8) via Hankel
transforms.
After extensive validation, these two independent im-
plementations are in excellent agreement over the ex-
pected Y1KP parameter space. Figure 3 shows the frac-
tional difference between the data vectors calculated by
both pipelines at the fiducial parameters; within the an-
gular scale cuts (c.f. Sect. IV) the residual difference
between these two implementations of the data vector
corresponds to ∆χ2 = 0.045 (using the data covariance
described in Sect. III). In order to verify that the two
implementations agree not only at the fiducial parame-
ter point, but also in the response to parameter changes,
Fig. 4 shows the posterior likelihoods calculated from
both pipelines using the model data vectors at the fidu-
cial parameter point (from Fig. 3) as input.
In order to achieve the level of agreement reported
here, we compared the intermediate outputs (distances,
growth factors, power spectra, etc.), as well as the poste-
rior likelihood varying each of the 27 cosmology and nui-
sance parameters, holding all other 26 parameters fixed
7FIG. 3. Left : Model data vectors (evaluated at the fiducial parameter point), with grey error bars indicating the statistical
uncertainties of the DES-Y1 analysis. From top to bottom, the panels show the ξ+, ξ−, γt, and w correlation functions; within
each panel, angular and tomography bins are arranged along the x-axis, with each group of 20 data points corresponding to the
20 angular bins for each tomography bin. Right : Fractional deviation of the data vector prediction from the two independent
implementations (symbols; see text for details), using the same ordering of data points as the left panel. The grey bands
show the statistical uncertainty of the DES-Y1 analysis. Within angular scale cuts of the DES-Y1 3x2pt analysis, the residual
difference between these two implementations of the data vector corresponds to ∆χ2 = 0.045.
(c.f. Fig 11). The first few iterations of this compar-
ison uncovered actual coding errors; to reach the final
level of agreement, further iterations required validation
of numerical implementation details, such as integration
accuracy, interpolation of look-up tables, and accuracy
of Hankel transform implementations in Eq. (8).
This comparison demonstrates that the two implemen-
tations agree sufficiently well to be run interchangeably,
and that the DES-Y1 parameter constraints are robust
to inaccuracies from different numerical approximation
schemes.
III. COVARIANCE COMPUTATION
As Eq. 1 indicates, The covariance matrix, or more
precisely its inverse, the precision matrix, is the deci-
sive quantity that determines the errors on cosmologi-
8FIG. 4. Comparion between parameter constraints obtained
using two independent cosmological inference pipelines. The
solid red/dashed black lines shows 1σ and 2σ parameter con-
tours obtained using CosmoLike/CosmoSIS as modeling
pipeline, respectively, with input data vectors generator by
the same code. The dotted blue lines show the parameter
contours obtained using CosmoLike as modeling pipeline,
with an input data generated by CosmoSIS.
cal parameters. Obtaining precision matrices is an area
of active research; methods can be broadly separated
into 3 categories: estimation from numerical simula-
tions, estimation from data directly, and analytical mod-
eling/computation. We briefly summarize the current
state of affairs as it is most relevant to our paper, how-
ever we note that our summary is far from complete.
Estimation from simulations Estimating the preci-
sion matrix from a set of large, high-resolution numerical
simulations using a standard Maximum Likelihood esti-
mator is computationally prohibitively expensive even for
single probe analyses [57–59]; this is even more an issue
for the multi-probe case, where covariances are substan-
tially larger. The main reason for these computational
costs is the intrinsic noise properties of the estimator,
which means we require a large ensemble of indepen-
dent realizations of numerical simulations. Promising
approaches can be separated into two main categories.
The first is data compression [see e.g. 18, 60, 61], which
reduces the dimensionality of the covariance matrix. Sec-
ond, recently new estimators with significantly improved
noise properties [see e.g. 62–65] are being explored.
Estimation from data Estimating covariance matrices
from the data directly (through bootstrap or Jackknife
estimators) avoids any assumptions about cosmological
or other model parameters that need to be specified in
the numerical simulation approach (and in the theoretical
modeling approach). However, given the limited survey
area, it is difficult to obtain a sufficiently large number of
regions of sky for the method to work, and it is unclear
if these regions can be treated as independent. We refer
to [66, 67] for more details.
Analytical modeling/computation The analytic com-
putation of weak lensing covariances was detailed in
Schneider et al. [68] and Joachimi et al. [69], which de-
rive straightforward expressions for Fourier and configu-
ration space covariances under the assumption that den-
sity field is Gaussian, so that the four-point correlation
of the density field can be expressed as the product of
two-point correlations. On small and intermediate scales
this assumption is inaccurate; analytical expressions of
non-Gaussian weak lensing covariances were derived in
Takada and Jain [16] and Sato et al. [17]. These expres-
sions were generalized to a 3x2pt analysis in Krause and
Eifler [22]. The main advantage of an analytical (inverse)
covariance matrix is the lack of a noisy estimation pro-
cess, which substantially reduces the computational ef-
fort in creating a large number of survey realizations; the
disadvantage is that the modeling of the non-Gaussian
covariance terms, which employs a halo model [e.g., 15],
is less precise compared to sophisticated numerical sim-
ulations.
For the Y1KP analysis we implemented the third op-
tion, analytical modeling, for several reasons. First, Cos-
moLike’s analytical covariance implementation is fast
enough to compute a configuration space covariance with
810,000 elements in ≤ 12h. Second, as noted above there
is no estimator noise in this calculation, which among
other advantages allows us to use Eq. (1) instead of us-
ing a multivariate t-distribution [70]. Third, the non-
Gaussian terms in our covariance are sub-dominant and
hence corresponding uncertainties are unimportant (c.f.
Fig. 6). In general, non-Gaussian terms substantially im-
pact covariance matrices, however our analysis excludes
small scales (c.f. Sect. IV A), and, as a consequence of the
relatively low number density of source and lens galax-
ies, the noise terms in the covariance are comparatively
large.
In the following we summarize the analytic covariance
computation, and validate the covariance matrix using
Gaussian and log-normal simulations. We note that in
the actual Y1KP data analysis we will use an iterative
approach in order to account for the unknown underlying
model of the analytical covariance matrix. Following [71]
we will update our fiducial covariance parameter set (c.f.
Table I) with the best-fit parameters of the initial likeli-
hood analysis run, and then rerun the likelihood analysis
to obtain our final results. This procedure does not fully
account for the cosmology dependence of the covariance
matrix [see 71–73], but given the relatively large noise
terms, this effect is not significant for DES Y1. It will be
more important for future DES analyses.
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tions (see Sect. III B
for details), the lower
right shows the cor-
relation matrix of the
non-Gaussian halo
model covariance
(see Sect. III A).
We recommend a
zoom factor of ∼ 5
to inspect structures
within the matrix.
A. Halo Model Covariances
The covariance of two angular two-point functions
Ξ,Θ ∈ {w, γt, ξ+, ξ−} is related to the covariance of the
































with Cξ+ ≡ Cξ− ≡ Cκκ, Cγt ≡ Cδgκ and Cw ≡ Cδgδg
in the notation of Eqs. (5), and where the order of the
Bessel function is given by n = 0 for ξ+, w, n = 2
for γt, and n = 4 for ξ−. We calculate the covariance








the sum on Gaussian CovG and non-Gaussian covariance
CovNG, which includes super-sample variance [74], as de-
tailed in Krause and Eifler [22], using the halo model to
compute the higher-order matter correlation functions.
Equation 15 gives the covariance of two-point functions
at angles θ and θ′, and does not account for the finite
width of angular bins. In practice, the covariance of two-
point functions in angular bins is often evaluated at rep-
resentative angles for each bin, assuming that the covari-
ance varies only slowly across angular bins (called the
narrow-bin approximation). The harmonic transform of
the Gaussian contribution in Eq. (15) reduces to a sin-
gle integral as different harmonic modes are uncorrelated
in the Gaussian covariance approximation. In the eval-
uation of the Gaussian covariance we split off the pure
white noise terms and transform these terms analytically
[69].
B. Covariance Validation
Most analytic models for the covariance of two-point
functions in configuration space are assume the narrow-
bin approximation, and that the maximum angular
scales are much smaller than the survey diameter [e.g.
68, 75, 76]. In the context of harmonic space correla-
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tion functions the latter assumption is also referred to
as the fsky-approximation [77]. Furthermore, masking
and a non-compact survey geometry can also change the
effective area of a survey as opposed to the simplifying
assumptions made in our covariance model [78–80].
To test the impact of binning, masking and survey ge-
ometry on the covariance matrix, we compare our co-
variance model to the sample covariance derived from
different simplified realizations of our data vector. To
generate the latter we used the FLASK simulation tool
[81], which produces correlated Gaussian and log-normal
random fields mimicking the projected density contrast
and the lensing convergence of tomographic redshift bins.
We generate a set of 150 Gaussian and 150 log-normal all-
sky realizations using a fiducial ΛCDM cosmology (for
configuration details see [38, 39], where the same simula-
tions are used to perform a number of systematics tests
for galaxy–galaxy lensing and cosmic shear). From each
all-sky realization 8 areas each the size of the DES-Y1
footprint are cut out, leading to a total of 1200 mock
realizations of the DES-Y1 footprint.
To assess the agreement between different covariances
we choose the Fisher formalism. For a set of parameters p














where p0 is the fiducial cosmology used to generate the
FLASK simulations and where the inverse of any sam-
ple covariance estimate has to be de-biased using the
Kaufman-Hartlap correction [82, 83].
Figure 5 provides a visual comparison of the correlation
matrices obtained from log-normal realizations and the
halo model. In Fig. 6 we compare the Fisher contours
on Ωm and σ8, the best-measured parameter combina-
tion, derived from different covariance matrices to test
the above mentioned aspects of our covariance modeling.
To derive these contours we marginalize over all 24 other
ΛCDM cosmology and nuisance parameters. In partic-
ular, this marginalization also includes the priors of the
current Y1KP data analysis.
On the left panel we show the contours derived from
the Gaussian parts of our covariance modeling (orange,
CovG in Eq. 16) and the contours derived from the sam-
ple covariance of Gaussian FLASK simulations. Both con-
tours agree very well, which is a strong validation of our
Gaussian covariance modeling. We find, however, that
the narrow-bin approximation employed in Eq. 15 overes-
timates the variance at large angular scales (by up to 50%
for the correlation functions ξ−(θ) and γt(θ)). We correct
for this, as proposed in Friedrich et al. [67, Sect. 2.2.3],
by computing our model covariance for a refined angular
binning and then re-binning the resulting matrix to the
actual angular binning.
The right panel of Fig. 6 compares Fisher contours
derived from the sample covariance of two different sets
of log-normal simulations to our complete halo-model co-
variance, again marginalizing over other cosmological and
nuisance parameters and including the parameter pri-
ors of our final cosmological analysis. The first set of
log-normal simulations is analyzed assuming a circular
footprint that has the same area as DES-Y1 while for
the second set of simulations we used the exact DES-
Y1 footprint. The covariance of the Y1-shaped patches
leads to marginally higher parameter uncertainties, but
the disagreement is negligible compared to our overall
constraining power. Furthermore, the contours derived
from the halo model covariance agree with the contours
from the log-normal covariances.
Finally, we also tested our complete likelihood pipeline
using cosmological N-body simulations, populated with
realistic galaxy populations and designed to mimic the
DES Y1 sample. This validation is described in a com-
panion paper, [41].
IV. ANALYSIS CHOICES
In this section we examine the robustness of the sys-
tematics modeling assumptions of the baseline model
outlined in Sect. II B. We stress that accurate treat-
ment of systematic effects given the DES-Y1 statisti-
cal constraining power is challenging. In order to avoid
parameter biases in the cosmology analysis we pursue
two separate systematics mitigation strategies. First,
we determine angular scale cuts that minimize the im-
pact of known, but unaccounted-for systematic uncer-
tainties in Sect. IV A. Second, we mitigate systematic ef-
fects through marginalization over nuisance parameters
(c.f. Sect. II B). We stress-test both aspects of our sys-
tematics mitigation strategy in this section.
A. Angular Scale Cuts
On small scales, accurate modeling of non-linearities of
the density and galaxy fields is the key limitation of our
baseline model. We seek to determine a set of scale cuts
such that non-linear modeling limitations do not bias the
cosmology results. As described in detail in Sect. VIIIA
of Troxel et al. [39], the small-scale cuts on the shear
correlation functions are determined to avoid parameter
biases in weak lensing cosmology analysis due to bary-
onic feedback effects on the matter power spectrum. The
baseline matter power spectrum model does not account
for these effects and we defer a corresponding extension
of the baseline model to future work (but see e.g. [84–86]
for mititgation strategies).
The 3x2pt analysis adopts the same scale cuts on the
shear correlation functions as the weak lensing analysis;
this section focuses on scale cuts for the galaxy clustering
and galaxy–galaxy lensing parts of the data vector. We
define scale cuts in terms of a specific comoving scale R,
and calculate the angular scale cut θimin for lens tomo-
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FIG. 6. Left : Comparison of 1σ and 2σ Fisher matrix-based parameter contours in the Ωm-σ8 plane derived from the Gaussian
part of our covariance model (solid orange) to contours derived from Gaussian FLASK realizations (dashed blue line). These
contours are marginalized over 24 cosmology and nuisance parameters and include the parameter priors of the current version of
the Y1KP analysis. Right : Parameter contours derived from the sample covariance of two sets of differently shaped log-normal
mock catalogs (dashed blue, dotted green lines), and contours obtained from the halo model covariance matrix (solid orange).
graphic bin i as
θimin =
R
χ (〈zi〉) , (17)
with 〈zi〉 the mean redshift of galaxies in redshift bin
i. Non-linear effects may impact galaxy clustering and
galaxy–galaxy lensing differently, and we introduce sep-
arate scale cuts Rclustering and Rggl, which we report in
the order (Rclustering, Rggl).
We determine conservative scale cuts using the follow-
ing numerical experiments:
1. Generate data vectors that include additional non-
linearities,
2. Analyze these data vectors with the baseline 3x2pt
pipeline (that does not include these non-linear ef-
fects in the theoretical model),
3. Measure the bias in cosmology parameters due to
unaccounted-for non-linearities,
4. Repeat 2, 3 for different scale cuts .
Figure 7 summarizes the bias in cosmology parameters
as function of scale cuts for two types of non-linearity:
1. Non-linear galaxy bias: We generate an input data
vector that includes the next-to-leading order con-
tributions to galaxy clustering and galaxy–galaxy
lensing from quadratic bias b2 and tidal bias bs2
[87, 88], which are evaluated using the FAST-PT
code [89]. This data vector is then analyzed using
the baseline model 3x2pt pipeline (assuming linear
galaxy bias only).
2. Non-locality of γt: Tangential shear is non-local,
and contributions from deeply non-linear regime
to γt are significant far beyond the halo radius
(c.f. [90] for a detailed discussion). The contri-
bution from an enclosed mass distribution of mass
M falls off as M/R2, and we generate an input
data vector that includes the 1-halo term contri-
bution to γt based on the mean halo mass 〈M ih〉
of the lens sample in redshift bin i determined
from realistic DES mock catalogs [42], 〈M ih〉 ={3.23, 3.04, 2.85, 2.71, 2.54} × 1013M h−1. We
note that not all host halos are resolved, so these
estimates provide an upper limit to the non-local
contamination of γt.
Based on the data points in Fig. 7, we adopt a scale cut
of
(Rclustering, Rggl) = (8, 12) Mpc h
−1 (18)
to avoid parameter biases due to non-linear biasing or
non-locality of γt.
B. Stress-testing the baseline model
We now analyze the approximations and modeling
choices of the baseline model using the same numerical
technique as in the previous section. Figure 8 quanti-
fies the parameter bias due to three groups of system-
atic biases — physical effects not included in the baseline
model, choice of parameterizations for systematic effects
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FIG. 7. Bias in cosmological parameters Ωm (left) and S8
(right) due to unaccounted-for non-linearities in the data vec-
tor, for different scale cuts (Rclustering, Rggl). The vertical grey
line indicates the cosmology of the input data vectors; data
points and error bars show the inferred cosmology parame-
ters and 1σ uncertainties. The top line shows the constrain-
ing power of the baseline analysis, and demonstrates that it
is unbiased. The next two lines show the parameter bias due
to unaccounted-for non-linear galaxy biasing, and the bottom
three lines show the parameter bias due to unaccounted-for
contributions from the 1-halo term to γt. See Sec. IV A for
details.
adopted in the baseline model, and the effect of mises-
timated priors on systematic effects — which we discuss
in turn.
The data points in the first four lines illustrate the
parameter bias from known physical effects that are not
included in the baseline model:
(a) Non-linear galaxy bias: repeated from Sec. IV A for
completeness.
(b) Non-locality of γt: repeated from Sec. IV A for com-
pleteness.
(c) Baryonic feedback effects on the matter power spec-
trum: the input data vector is based on matter
power spectrum from the AGN scenario of the
OWLS [91] suite of cosmological, hydrodynami-
cal simulations, which includes baryonic feedback
from supernovae, and AGN, and analyzed with the
halofit baseline model. We stress that we assume
all probes in our data vector to be affected by AGN
feedback, including the galaxy-galaxy lensing and
galaxy clustering part. This is a conservative ap-
proximation, as redMaGiC galaxies form early and
are likely less affected by feedback processes. We
also note that the AGN scenario is considered to be
one of the most extreme baryonic physics scenarios.
Hence, the resulting bias seen in Fig. 8 is an upper
limit of baryonic effects.
(d) Limber approximation: We calculate the input
data vector using the exact (non-Limber) expres-
sion, including the redshift-space distortion contri-
butions to galaxy clustering [92], and analyze it
with the baseline model which employs the Lim-
ber approximation.
The baseline models for astrophysical systematics
(galaxy bias, intrinsic alignments) are somewhat arbi-
trary choices, and we now test whether these parameter-
izations are flexible enough to mitigate plausible varia-
tions of these models:
(e) Redshift evolution of linear galaxy bias: In addition
to the scale dependence of galaxy bias discussed in
the previous subsection, the redshift evolution of
galaxy bias is another key uncertainty. Various fit-
ting functions and physically motivated parameter-
izations for the redshift evolution of linear bias exist
in the literature (see [93] for an overview); choosing
among these is highly specific to the galaxy sample.
DES-SV observations [26] and DES mock catalogs
[42] indicate that the halo occupation distribution
of the redMaGiC high-density sample evolves only
weakly over the redshift range 0.1 < z < 0.6. Hence
the bias evolution of this sample is primarily caused
by the redshift evolution of halo bias. We generate
an input data vector that includes bias evolution
within each redshift bin
bi(k, z) = bi1 ×
1 + z
1 + 〈zi〉 , (19)
which is analyzed with the baseline model assuming
constant bias within each redshift bin.
(f) Redshift evolution of the IA amplitude: The NLA
model is typically used to describe IA of early type
galaxies (see e.g. [94, 95] for recent reviews), of-
ten ignoring the alignment of blue galaxies, which
is likely weaker [96, 97]. The observed IA of low-
redshift, bright, red galaxies Ared(L, z) has been
described as a power law in galaxy luminosity and
redshift [98, 99], although the theoretical expecta-
tion for redshift evolution is uncertain. To gen-
erate an expected IA amplitude redshift evolution
(see [100] for the detailed procedure), we calculate
the mean IA amplitude of the red source galax-
ies 〈Ared(mlim, z)〉 by averaging the observed am-
plitude scaling of Joachimi et al. [98] over the
DEEP2 red galaxy luminosity function [101], as-
suming a limiting magnitude mr ∼ 23 for the
Y1 source sample. We then calculate an intrin-
sic alignment amplitude for the full source sam-
ple assuming no intrinsic alignments of blue galax-
ies, A(z) = 〈Ared(mlim, z)〉 × fred(z) with fred(z)
the fraction of red galaxies, which is also estimated
from the DEEP2 luminosity functions for red and
all galaxies. With the observed IA normalization
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FIG. 8. Bias in cosmological parameters Ωm (left), S8 (middle), and w (right) due to different systematic uncertainties. The
vertical grey line indicates the cosmology of the input data vectors; data points and error bars show the inferred cosmology
parameters and 1σ uncertainties. The top line shows the baseline analysis for reference, the other scenarios are described in
Sect. IV B. Each source of error results in an impact on the parameters shown that is less than 0.5 σ
of Joachimi et al. [98], this IA contamination cor-
responds to AIA,0 ∼ 0.5 at the pivot redshift z0.
Due to the rapid decrease of fred with redshift,
the resulting A(z) is not monotonic in redshift.
We generate an input data vector based on this
A(z), which is then analyzed with the baseline
A(z) ∝ (1 + z)αIA model.
(g) IA power spectrum shape: Blue galaxies may align
through tidal torquing [102]. These alignments
are quadratic in the tidal field, and their power
spectrum shape differs from the NLA model. We
generate an input data vector contaminated with
these quadratic alignments, which is then ana-
lyzed with the baseline NLA model. The ampli-
tude of the quadratic alignment is chosen to give
approximately the same IA contamination ampli-
tude at 10 arcmin as the fiducial NLA model with
AIA,0 = 1, although the accuracy of this match de-
pends strongly on scale and redshift bins. The IA
modeling is described in more detail in [39, 103].
Finally, the last three lines in Fig. 8 show the impact
of mis-estimating the mean of the Gaussian systematics
priors by 1σ in each redshift bin, on lens redshift shifts
(h) source redshift shifts (i), and on shear calibration
(j). Since we assume no correlation of these systematics
across redshift bins, such a correlated shift corresponds
to a several σ misestimate of the prior.
We find that even the most agressive scenarios consid-
ered in this section bias the cosmology results by less that
0.5σ, and conclude that the baseline model with the scale
cuts derived in Sect. IV A is sufficiently flexible for the
Y1KP analysis. We stress that this statement is based on
the constraining power of the Y1KP analysis, and more
detailed modeling will be required for future analyses.
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FIG. 9. Comparison between parameter constraints obtained
using two independent samplers, emcee (black dashed con-
tours) and multinest (red solid contours).
V. SAMPLER COMPARISON
With validated model data vector and covariance at
hand, we are now ready for parameter inference, the last
step of the multi-probe analysis. Due to the high dimen-
sionality of our parameter space, we adopt a sampling
approach. We sample Eq. (1) using two different sam-
plers:
Emcee [104, 105], uses the affine-invariant sampler
of Goodman and Weare [106], and can be parallelized
with either MPI or shared memory multiprocessing [107].
To test its sampling convergence, we compare chains of
lengths between 200, 000 and 2, 000, 000 samples, and re-
moved the burn-in phase (of typically ∼ 100, 000 sam-
ples). Even after a chain is nominally converged, the pa-
rameter covariance and especially the 2σ contours may
still evolve. We find that parameter contours typically
stabilize after 300, 000 samples, and the analyses pre-
sented in this paper use chains with 500, 000 samples.
We have varied the number of walkers and starting points
(including their variance) and found our results indepen-
dent of reasonable choices in these settings.
Multinest [108], which uses nested sampling [109],
has a large number of tunable parameters which can
strongly affect convergence rates. It is also designed to
calculate Bayesian evidences, rather than just generat-
ing samples, like Emcee (though see Heavens et al. 110
for a method for extracting evidences from Monte Carlo
Markov Chains in dimensions lower than the ones con-
sidered here). We use importance-nested sampling and a
mono-modal likelihood in all runs, and vary four param-
eters for convergence studies: the number of live points
Nlive, which controls the number of points in the ensem-
ble, the efficiency eff, which determines the rate at which
the size of the sampling ellipse is decreased, the tolerance
tol, which determines the target evidence accuracy, and
whether or not constant efficiency mode (const) is en-
abled. The convergence is determined primarily by the
tolerance parameter, and a covariance matrix error corre-
sponding approximately to 5% accuracy in the posterior
width, can be obtained with tolerance of 0.1 and > 300
live points. In this configuration we obtain about 1800
effective independent samples; if more are required, the
number of live points can be increased. With suitable
configuration, we find that the parameter uncertainties
obtained from both samplers agree at the few percent
level (Fig 9), comparable to the variance across chains;
uncertainties due to the choice of sampling algorithm are
negligible in the Y1KP error budget.
VI. NON-MIMIMUM MASS NEUTRINOS
Measurements of neutrino oscillations have established
that neutrinos have mass, and provide a lower limit on
the sum of the neutrino masses of Σmν & 0.06 eV [see
111, for a review]. Neutrino mass affects the expansion
history and distribution of mass and galaxies in the Uni-
verse, and cosmological observations provide tightest up-
per limits on the sum of neutrino masses: the Planck
collaboration [10] find Σmν < 0.49 eV from Planck CMB
alone, and Palanque-Delabrouille et al. [112] find Σmν <
0.12 eV (all 95% CL) from BOSS Lyman-α plus Planck.
As the sum of neutrino masses is not precisely known
yet, the Y1KP analyses marginalize over Ωνh
2 with a flat
prior [0.0006, 0.01], corresponding to a conservative up-
per mass limit of Σmν < 1.0 eV. In contrast, the previous
sections of this paper present simulated DES-Y1 analy-
ses with neutrino mass fixed to a value slightly above the
minimum mass Σmν = 0.06 eV. We now consider the ef-
fects of this marginalization. For the DES-Y1 3x2pt data
vector the dominant effect of massive neutrinos is the
suppression of structure growth on small spatial scales.
As described in Sect. II C, we implement this effect on the
matter power spectrum using the CAMB and CLASS
Boltzmann codes, which include the Bird et al. [55] fit-
ting function for the impact of massive neutrinos on the
non-linear matter power spectrum.
Figure 10 shows parameter constraints for a simu-
lated data vector at the fiducial cosmology (with min-
imum neutrino mass) on Ωm and S8 with neutrino mass
fixed (dashed line), and marginalized over Ωνh
2 (solid).
The suppression of structure growth on small scales from
massive neutrinos is degenerate with σ8. As the prior
on Ωνh
2 is not symmetric around its fiducial value,
marginalizing over neutrino mass leads to shifts in the
mean of the inferred parameter constraints [see also
10, 113]. The magnitude of this apparent bias in the
marginalized parameters due to parameter degeneracies
is scale dependent, which led us to fix neutrino mass in
the baseline model in order to characterize parameter bi-
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FIG. 10. Parameter constraints for a simulated data vector at
the fiducial cosmology on Ωm and S8 with neutrino mass fixed
at its minimum allowed value (dashed line), and marginalized
over, assuming Ωνh
2 with the flat prior [0.0006, 0.01] (solid).
ases from unaccounted-for systematic effects in a setting
where the fiducial analysis recovers the input parameters
unbiased.
In addition to their effect on expansion history and
matter power spectrum, massive neutrinos also introduce
a scale dependence to halo bias [114–116]. The corre-
sponding modification of galaxy bias
bi(k, z)→ biν(k, z) (20)
is implemented in the CosmoSIS pipeline using the an-
alytic expressions of [116]. For the DES-Y1 3x2pt data
vector with the (8, 12) Mpc h−1 scale cuts, this scale-
dependent bias shifts the smallest-scale clustering and
galaxy–galaxy lensing data points by up to 2.5%, and for
the full data vector the shift amounts to ∆χ2 = 0.1 (at
Ωνh
2 = 0.01) compared to an implementation without
scale-dependent bias from massive neutrinos; the impact
on Ωm and S8 constraints is minimal.
In summary, 1) the fiducial DES Y1KP analysis does
not constrain the sum of neutrino masses, 2) the nu-
merical experiment presented in Fig. 10 illustrates that
marginalizing parameter space extensions may affect not
only the uncertainty, but also shift the maximum likeli-
hood value of baseline parameters, and 3) it is important
to compare parameter constraints from different analyses
and/or experiments within the same parameter space.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Gains in cosmological constraining power for cosmic
surveys will come from two main directions: the reduc-
tion in statistical uncertainties due to the larger survey
area and increased depth of future surveys, and the im-
proved methodology in the data analysis as it relates to
combining correlated observables and modeling and/or
mitigating systematic effects. Our companion papers on
DES Y1 data will advance the state-of-the-art in the first
category; this work advances the state-of-the-art in the
second category.
We present here the necessary ingredients to conduct
a joint cosmic shear, galaxy–galaxy lensing, and galaxy
clustering analysis in configuration space that accounts
for all cross-correlations amongst these probes. We de-
veloped two independent modeling pipelines, based on
the CosmoSIS and CosmoLike frameworks, that allow
us to cross-validate our implementation. This compari-
son was critical in identifying code-specific sources of un-
certainties, including integration precision, interpolation
precision, interpretation of histograms.
For the first time in the literature, we demonstrate the
capability to compute an analytic 3x2pt non-Gaussian
covariance matrix in configuration space, and we validate
said covariance using numerical simulations. We show
that the impact of the DES Y1 mask on the covariance is
negligible for the Y1KP analysis and we also show that
choosing a different input cosmology for the covariance
has minimal impact.
We carry out realistic simulations of DES Y1KP anal-
yses that jointly sample the ΛCDM/wCDM cosmological
parameter space and 20 nuisance parameters (see Table
I) accounting for uncertainties in lens and source photo-z,
shear calibration, intrinsic alignments, and galaxy bias.
Given our minimum scale cuts of 8 Mpc h−1 for cluster-
ing and 12 Mpc h−1 for galaxy-galaxy lensing, we show
that the Y1KP analysis is robust against modeling uncer-
tainties in the non-linear regime, but also against poten-
tial biases in estimating the means of shear calibration
and photo-z bias parameters. We further examine the
impact of different samplers (Emcee and Multinest)
on parameter constraints and describe settings for both
methods that ensure unbiased constraints.
In summary, we have developed a new and comprehen-
sive capability to conduct a joint cosmic shear, galaxy–
galaxy lensing, and galaxy clustering analysis in config-
uration space and we have validated that our inference
pipelines meet the precision required for the DES Y1KP.
Future extensions of these pipelines will include more
sophisticated modeling of non-linear scales in the cor-
relation functions, e.g. to include non-linear bias and
Halo Occupation Distribution models, and to properly
account for baryonic effects. Such developments will al-
low us to utilize additional information in the quasi-linear
regime. An extension of the data vector to include ad-
ditional probes from photometric DES data, for example
troughs (underdensities) and galaxy clusters (overdensi-
ties) can provide an additional avenue to increase the
cosmological information content using the same survey
data.
It is important to note that the analyses presented here
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only span the ΛCDM and wCDM parameter space, and
a large variety of interesting fundamental physics ques-
tions that extend this parameter space can also be tested
with DES multi-probe analyses. Extending our pipelines
to model additional science cases, for example, modified
gravity or interacting dark matter scenarios, will be a
focus of future work.
Finally, we emphasize the importance of sophisti-
cated science analysis software development for future
cosmological data analyses. The increased statistical
power of future data sets and the increased complex-
ity of future analyses with respect to probes included
and physics/systematics modeled, will require a change
in how the community collaborates and builds analysis
software. Independent implementation, cross-validation,
and simulated analyses will be critical to achieve credible
constraints on our cosmological model and it will require
us to better interface expertise in statistical methods,
numerical simulations, and software development. The
two independent pipelines and the tests and simulated
analyses presented in this paper are a first step in this
direction, but far from sufficient for future precision anal-
yses.
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Appendix A: Code comparison
In addition to the code comparison at a fiducial point
in parameter space (c.f. Fig. 3) and the comparison of
the all encompassing simulated likelihood analyses (c.f.
Fig. 4), we also map the response of CosmoSIS and
CosmoLike with respect to the individual parameter di-
mensions that enter our analysis.
Figure 11 shows the log-likelihood of all 27 dimen-
sions considered in our simulated analyses while fixing
all other parameters to the fiducial values (see Table I).
We find excellent agreement between the independently
developed codes. We stress that this code comparison re-
vealed several insufficiencies in both frameworks related
to the interpretation of binned histograms, precision in
integration and interpolation routines, and subtle cod-
ing errors that would have likely remained hidden in the
absence of a thorough testing scheme.
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TABLE I. Parameters of the baseline model: fiducial val-
ues, flat priors (min, max), and Gaussian priors (µ, σ). See
Sect. II B for a description of the systematics parameters, and
Y1KP for a discussion of the cosmology parameters and pri-
ors. The priors on observational systematic effects reflect the
current state of the Y1KP analyses to be detailed in Cawthon
et al. [35, redMaGiC photo-z], Hoyle et al. [36, source photo-
z], Zuntz et al. [40, shear calibration]. The final analyses may
use slightly different priors, which will not alter the conclu-
sions of this paper.
Parameter Fiducial Prior
Cosmology [30]
Ωm 0.295 flat (0.1, 0.9)
As/10
−9 2.26 flat (0.5, 5.0)
ns 0.968 flat (0.87, 1.07)
w -1.0 flat (-2.0, -1/3)
Ωb 0.044 flat (0.03, 0.07)
h0 0.6881 flat (0.55, 0.91)
Ωνh
2 6.16× 10−4 fixed; varied in Sect. VI
ΩK 0 fixed
Galaxy Bias
b11 1.45 flat (0.8, 3.0)
b21 1.55 flat (0.8, 3.0)
b31 1.65 flat (0.8, 3.0)
b41 1.8 flat (0.8, 3.0)
b51 2.0 flat (0.8, 3.0)
redMaGiC Photo-z
∆1z,g 0.002 Gauss (0.002, 0.007)
∆2z,g 0.001 Gauss (0.001, 0.007)
∆3z,g 0.003 Gauss (0.003, 0.007)
∆4z,g 0.0 Gauss (0.0, 0.01)
∆5z,g 0.0 Gauss (0.0, 0.01)
metacal Source Photo-z
∆1z,κ 0.000 Gauss (0.000, 0.018)
∆2z,κ -0.014 Gauss (-0.014, 0.013)
∆3z,κ 0.014 Gauss (0.014, 0.011)
∆4z,κ 0.033 Gauss (0.033, 0.022)
metacal Shear Calibration
mi 0.013 Gauss (0.013, 0.021)
Intrinsic Alignments
AIA,0 0.0 flat (-5.0, 5.0)
αIA 0.0 flat (-5.0, 5.0)
z0 0.62 fixed
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FIG. 11. We show the response of the two different analysis codes in 27 dimensions, where in each analysis we fix 26 of the 27
parameters at their fiducial value. The y-axes of all panels show the log-likelihood as a function of the varied parameters. Red
lines correspond to the CosmoSIS framework and black to CosmoLike.
